At Gates, you buy more than just a product. Gates has a Pan-European team responsible for technical support and training to help keep you up to speed with the latest changes and to deal with complex problems.

GATESTECHZONE.COM

Gates TechZone provides professional car mechanics like you with highly expert technical information that is easy to access and use.

What can you expect?
- Installation tips, diagnostic tips, technical tips
- Jan vehicle-specific service tasks as well as common fitting and service errors
- Videos that show you how to use our tools, and much more.

Register on GatesTechZone.com and discover how the right technical information keeps your business moving forward.

GATESAUTOCAT.COM

The extensive online catalogue gives detailed application and product information for all car models. Next to specific application data, the web catalogue also offers any related technical bulletins, belt routing info, product images, and possible kits.

Access this user-friendly tool via the QR-codes on the Gates packaging. By scanning the code, you immediately access the relevant information for the specific product you are working with.

Search Gates parts on Gatesautocat.com

THEY TRUST OUR METALS AND BELTS...

...ISN’T IT TIME YOU DID TOO?

We supply the best manufacturers in the automotive industry with OE metals and belts. For all your aftermarket needs, think Gates.

Gates, your preferred aftermarket partner!

GATES KEEPS YOUR KNOWLEDGE UP-TO-DATE!

TECHNICAL INFORMATION THAT GUARANTEES SATISFIED CUSTOMERS
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REPLACE WORN PARTS WITH PREMIUM PRODUCTS BY GATES

All major car manufacturers use Gates parts. Through this close cooperation with virtually every car manufacturer, Gates is perfectly positioned to meet the needs of the automotive aftermarket with products that are of OE quality. Gates also offers more replacement part numbers than any other automotive market player and our product lines are continuously expanding.

Next to a complete line of belt drive system, cooling system, fuel system and air system products, Gates complements its broad range of replacement products with professional tools, up-to-date application data and true technical support. All this makes Gates your preferred one-stop-shop for all products and services needed to provide a complete and professional maintenance of your automotive systems!

THE COMPLETE DRIVE SYSTEM, COOLING AND FUEL SOLUTION

SYNONYMOUS BELT DRIVE SYSTEMS FROM THE SPECIALIST

PRODUCTS INCLUDE:
- PowerGrip® timing belts
- PowerGrip® Kits
- PowerGrip® Kits Plus Water Pump
- PowerAlign® Kits Plus Water Pump Plus Thermostat

ACCESSORY BELT DRIVE SYSTEMS THE COMPLETE PACKAGE

PRODUCTS INCLUDE:
- Micro-V® multi-ribbed belts (Including Heavy Duty, Stretch Fit® and EMD)
- Micro-V® Kits (Including Heavy Duty)
- Micro-V® KITS Plus Water Pump
- X-belts (Including Heavy Duty)
- PowerAlign® flexible couplings and kits
- DriveAlign® tensioners (Including Heavy Duty)
- DriveAlign® torsional vibration dampers (TVDs)
- DriveAlign® overrunning alternator pulleys (OAPs)

COOLING SYSTEMS THE PERFECT FIT

PRODUCTS INCLUDE:
- Thermostats (Including Heavy Duty)
- 45° and 90° curved hoses (Including Heavy Duty)
- Curved and flexible hoses (Including Heavy Duty)
- Straight hoses (Including Heavy Duty)
- Heater hose connectors
- Radiator and expansion tank caps

FUEL SYSTEMS DEPENDABLE AND SAFE

PRODUCTS INCLUDE:
- Fuel line hoses
- Flexible fuel hoses
- Fuel line hose connectors

AIR SYSTEMS AND OTHERS IN THE TOUGHEST CONDITIONS

PRODUCTS INCLUDE:
- Defroster hoses
- Flexible air hoses (Including Heavy Duty)
- Service hoses
- Static straps

PROFESSIONAL TOOLS MAKE YOUR JOB EASIER

PRODUCTS INCLUDE:
- Belt length finder
- Belt tension testers and gauges
- Hose cutters
- DriveAlign® laser alignment tool
- Universal and angle-specific timing tool kits
- Stretch Fit® installation tools
- Power Clean™ flush tool